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Introduction

My name is Roger Lilly and I’m a portrait and fashion
photographer located in Richmond, Virginia and I have been
in the business for over 20 years. I specialize in portraiture with a
high end, fashion magazine feel and I call my style of portraiture
“fashion portraits” ™. I created this unique style of portraits for
the everyday person who wants to feel confident, beautiful, and
see what it’s like to be on the cover of a magazine.
I started photography with dreams of photographing for the
top fashion magazines in the world. When I started building my
portfolio and photographing my friends, family, and coworkers
the joy of seeing how the images impacted their confidence and
made them feel beautiful made me realize that everyone should
get to feel that way about themselves not just the supermodels
and celebrities on magazine covers.
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I have spent an extensive amount of hours learning how to
emulate popular magazine retouching styles and continue
learning new techniques everyday. I am confident that I can
change the way you see yourself and give you the confidence
to make the world your runway. I look forward to creating a
collection of images you’ll cherish for years to come.
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The Process Of Booking

“Build your confidence and treat the world as your runway!”
- Roger Lilly

The first step to planning your
fashion portrait session is an online
design consultation.

Fashion

We will also review the pricing and
product menu to discuss which
products you may be interested
in. We will not hassle you into
purchasing anything you don’t
love. What you purchase is entirely
up to you whether it be a folio
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Online consultations take place
on Tuesday’s and Thursday’s via
a Zoom call with slots available
from 10:30 a.m to 2:30 p.m. Presession online consultations are
REQUIRED to book any session
with us.
Portraiture

During your consultation we will
go through a number of images
to gather how you envision
yourself being photographed.
Digging deeper, we will discover
what resonates with you soft and
ethereal, bold and confident, or
sexy and sultry!

collection or a single image via our
A-La-Carte options!

To schedule your complimentary
consultation, inquire through our
email located on our website’s
about page or on the last page
of this packet. Consultations last
approximately one hour so please
schedule activites accordingly to
accomodate the consultation.
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Session Preparation

Fashion

Portraiture

After we have gathered initial ideas for your shoot, it’s time to begin
mapping and designing the perfect poses and character of your session.
Now is the time to consider purchasing your own garments to make your
photographs extra special.
Consider borrowing gowns from family and friends, shopping in vintage
boutiques, thrift stores or using renttherunway.com to add a personalized
touch to your fashion portrait session!
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We do suggest you bring the following essential under garments
to your shoot.

- Plain nude strapless bra +
matching panty
- Plain black bra + matching
panty
- Plain white bra + matching
panty
- A pair of black closed toe stilettos

- A pair of your favorite jeans
- A white and a black tank top
- Any jackets/coats you love
- Spanx
- Any gowns, vintage items,
lingerie to make your session
unique
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Session Preparation

NAILS
Hands play an important role
in your photographs. Nails
should be neatly trimmed
with no gel, acrylic or polish
on the toes or fingers unless
otherwise discussed.

Portraiture

Fashion

Please do not paint them or we
will ask you to remove the polish
prior to shooting.

HAIR
Please arrive to your shoot with
your hair styled unless otherwise
discussed in your consultation.

SKIN
We want your skin to look it’s best the morning of your shoot. Make sure to get
plenty of rest the night before your session and drink plenty of water to hydrate
and make your skin look fresh and supple. If you are wearing make-up please
be sure to use a professional makeup artist of your choice. Be sure to avoid
things like heavy contour and highlighting as it does not photograph well and
we want you to look your absolute best authetic self. Avoid lashes that are
extremely bulky and long and keep makeup simple and not too colorful. Do
not use self tanner and avoid being in the sun for at least two weeks prior to
your session. Please make sure to have any facial hair waxed a few days prior
to your session and your brows groomed.
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If you are considering making
any changes to your hair, it’s best
to email us to make sure any
changes being made will still fit
with the design of your session.
We ask that any color touch ups
or corrections be made prior
to your session.
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Session Timeline

SHOOTING
At around 9:30 a.m we will begin photographing your first look. Each look
will be photographed for around 25
minutes to ensure that we have captured multiple poses and expressions
in each individual look. The shoot will
wrap up around around 12:30 p.m.
The posing and positions will feel awkward and often times uncomfortable.
My goal is to elongate your body and
contour your shapewith your arms and
legs to create a longer, leaner shape
with alot of body language. I will be
directing you through a number of
poses and talking you through each
step of the process from your feet to
your eyelashes. I will ensure every hair
is perfectly placed, hands are elegant,
and your eyes are showing the light
inside of you!

THE REVEAL
After your session we will schedule a
time for you to view and purchase your
photographs via a Zoom call. This is
the only time you may view and purchase your photographs. Our reveal
sessions are scheduled on Wednesday’s and Friday’s and typicaly 7-14
days after your session.
At this time, you may purchase your
images either a-la-carte starting at
$125.00 for a single 8x12 image or in
collections beginning at $550.00. You
only purchase what you LOVE, and
what you buy is completely up to you!

Be prepared for a physical challenge,
but trust you are in the most capable
hands! I promise that you will natural
and relaxed even though the posing
will feel opposite!
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SESSION FEE | $125
This includes your online design consultation and an artfully directed photoshoot.
Photographs are purchased seperately either a-la-carte or in collections. This fee
does not include photographs. This fee is non-fundable. If you are unable to
make your apointment please provide a 48 hour notice. We allow one reschedule within 6 months, if you no-call no-show you will need to pay a second session fee in order to reserve your date and you will be required to make a minimum purchase. Full session fees are required upon booking

DIGITAL COLLECTION

Digital collections do not include prints.

3 images .....................$375
6 images .....................$675
12 images .....................$975

AL-A-CARTE SINGLE PRINTS
8x12...........................................$125
10x15.........................................$265
16x24........................................$405
20x30.......................................$545
24x36.......................................$745
PLAYBOOK | 8x10 album w/ 16 images
Playbook with 2x3” web rights.......$1450

8x12 PRINT COLLECTIONS | incl. corresponding digital file
6 8x12” matted prints.....................$650
9 8x12” matted prints.....................$950
12 8x12” matted prints.....................$1250
COMPLETE PRINT COLLECTION | $1950
A gorgeous 11x14 silk folio box containing your favorite 18 8x12 matted prints, your
choice of either 2 10x15” prints or 1 16x24” matted print, PLUS full resolution rights to
ALL of your photographs presented during your reveal, hair, makeup, and a custom draped gown with your fabric of choice.
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